
 

Far North Will Hobbs

Yeah, reviewing a books Far North Will Hobbs could amass your near friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, finishing does not suggest that you
have extraordinary points.

Comprehending as skillfully as promise even more than additional will have the funds for each success. adjacent to, the proclamation as without difficulty as insight of this Far North Will Hobbs can
be taken as capably as picked to act.

Survival (Island II) Simon and Schuster
From the window of the small floatplane, fifteen-year-old Gabe Rogers is
getting his first look at Canada's magnificent Northwest Territories with
Raymond Providence, his roommate from boarding school. Below is the
spectacular Nahanni River -- wall-to-wall whitewater racing between sheer
cliffs and plunging over Virginia Falls. The pilot sets the plane down on
the lake-like surface of the upper river for a closer look at the thundering
falls. Suddenly the engine quits. The only sound is a dull roar downstream,
as the Cessna drifts helplessly toward the falls . . . With the brutal subarctic
winter fast approaching, Gabe and Raymond soon find themselves stranded
in Deadmen Valley. Trapped in a frozen world of moose, wolves, and
bears, two boys from vastly different cultures come to depend on each
other for their very survival.
The Big Wander Laurel Leaf
"THE BOAT IS SINKING. YOU HAVE TO MOVE." When
Luke's sailing trip goes horribly wrong, he must face the vast and
brutal sea in this story of one boy's survival and coming-of-age. On
the evening before Luke's family's annual summer sailing trip off
Cape Cod, Luke's mother leaves. Luke is left with his angry,
confused father on a small boat for a week and the trip goes
horribly wrong when a summer storm sweeps Luke's father
overboard. Not knowing whether his father is dead or alive, Luke
must figure out how to survive on a wrecked sailboat far out to sea.
Fans of Gary Paulsen and Will Hobbs will be captivated by Craig
Moodie's depiction of the North Atlantic in this coming-of-age
adventure.
The River Simon and Schuster

From Gary Paulsen, the award-winning author of Hatchet,
comes a laugh-out-loud eco-adventure about a boy, his free-
thinking dad and the puppy-training pamphlet that turns their
summer upside down. Twelve-year-old Carl is fed up with his
dad; he may be brilliant, but bin-diving for food, scouring
through rubbish for 'salvageable' junk and wearing clothes
fully sourced from garage sales is getting old. Increasingly
worried by what his schoolmates will think – and encouraged
by his riotous best friend – Carl decides to use a puppy-
training pamphlet to 'retrain' his dad’s mindset . . . a crackpot
experiment that produces some hilarious results! How To
Train Your Dad is a fierce and funny novel about family,
friendship and green-living from middle-grade master Gary
Paulsen.

Wild Man Island Harper Collins
Because of his success surviving alone in
the wilderness for fifty-four days, fifteen-
year-old Brian, profoundly changed by his
time in the wild, is asked to undergo a
similar experience to help scientists learn
more about the psychology of survival.
Jason's Gold Simon and Schuster
When falling crop prices threaten his family with starvation, fifteen-
year-old Victor Flores heads north in an attempt to "cross the wire"
from Mexico into the United States so he can find work and send
money home. But with no coyote money to pay the smugglers who
sneak illegal workers across the border, Victor must struggle to
survive as he jumps trains, stows away on trucks, and hikes
grueling miles through the Arizona desert. Victor's journey is fraught
with danger, freezing cold, scorching heat, hunger, and dead ends.
It's a gauntlet run by millions attempting to cross the border.
Through Victor's often desperate struggle, Will Hobbs brings to life
one of the great human dramas of our time.
Downriver Harper Collins
Fourteen-year-old Nathan, fishing with the Makah in the Pacific
Northwest, finds himself holding a vital clue when a mysterious
stranger comes to town looking for Spanish treasure.

Far North Harper Collins
A charming and hilarious coming-of-age story relates the trials and
tribulations of two Mississippi chicken thieves--nine-year-old Ruby
Lavender and her grandmother, Miss Eula. A first novel.
Ghost Canoe Hatchet Adventure
THE MAGIC HAD ALWAYS BEEN THERE. Tep Jones
has always felt the magic of Picture House, an Anasazi
cliff dwelling near the seed farm where he lives with his
parents. But he could never have imagined what would
happen to him on the night of a lunar eclipse, when he
finds a bone flute left behind by grave robbers. Tep falls
under the spell of a powerful ancient magic that traps him
at night in the body of an animal. Only by unraveling the
mysteries of Picture House can Tep save himself and his
desperately ill mother. Does the enigmatic old Indian who
calls himself Cricket hold the key to unlocking the secrets
of the past? And can Tep find the answers in time?
Changes in Latitudes Harper Collins
A Dramatic Tale of Grizzlies and Gold Fourteen-year-old Cloyd
Atcitty has been skipping school for years. He's run away from
a group home for Native American boys, and is now being sent
to work for Walter Landis, an old rancher on an isolated
Colorado farm. In a cave above the ranch, Cloyd finds a
turquoise carving of a bear. Knowing that his people, the Utes,
have a special relationship with bears, he keeps the small
stone, hoping it will bring him strength. A terrible blow-up with
Walter ends in near disaster, but the old man offers Cloyd one
last chance: they'll ride together into the mountains to reopen
Walter's abandoned gold mine. Among the high peaks that
harbor Colorado's last grizzlies, Cloyd's courage and loyalty
will be tested to the limit.
Down the Yukon Harper Collins
Andy is in a world of trouble. On the last day of a sea kayaking trip
in southeast Alaska, fourteen-year-old Andy Galloway paddles away
from his group to visit the nearby site where his archaeologist father
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died trying to solve the mystery of the first Americans. A sudden,
violent storm blows Andy's kayak off course and washes him ashore
on Admiralty Island, an immense wilderness known as the Fortress
of the Bears. Struggling to survive, Andy encounters a dog running
with wolves and then a man toting a stone-tipped spear. The wild
man vanishes into the forest, but the dog reappears and leads Andy
to a cave filled with Stone Age tools and weapons. Running for his
life, Andy retreats deep into the cave, where danger, suspense, and
discovery await.
Far North Pan Macmillan
The great race across Alaska! As Dawson City goes up in
flames, Jason Hawthorn itches to join the new rush for
gold in Nome, 1,700 miles away. He and his brothers have
been cheated out of their sawmill, so when a $20,000
prize is announced for the winner of a race to Nome,
Jason enters. His partner in the canoe is Jamie Dunavant,
the adventurous girl he loves. Will they make it to the
finish line, despite the hazards of the Yukon River, two
dangerous rivals, and the terrors of the open sea?
Just Beyond the Very, Very Far North Harper Collins
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery
Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocket-sized
edition perfect for travelers to take along on their own
adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new
introduction and commentary by author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-
ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover.
Hatchet has also been nominated as one of America’s best-
loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-
year-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret knowledge of
his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by single-engine plane to
visit his father for the first time since the divorce. When the
plane crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is
alone in the Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing,
a tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had given
him as a present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity,
Brian slowly learns survival skills—how to make a shelter for
himself, how to hunt and fish and forage for food, how to make
a fire—and even finds the courage to start over from scratch
when a tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally
rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from his
ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a greater
understanding of himself and his parents.
Seaborn Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Guess what -- Gary Paulsen was being kind to Brian. In Guts,
Gary tells the real stories behind the Brian books, the stories of

the adventures that inspired him to write Brian Robeson's story:
working as an emergency volunteer; the death that inspired the
pilot's death in Hatchet; plane crashes he has seen and near-
misses of his own. He describes how he made his own bows
and arrows, and takes readers on his first hunting trips,
showing the wonder and solace of nature along with his
hilarious mishaps and mistakes. He shares special memories,
such as the night he attracted every mosquito in the county, or
how he met the moose with a sense of humor, and the moose
who made it personal. There's a handy chapter on "Eating
Eyeballs and Guts or Starving: The Fine Art of Wilderness
Nutrition." Recipes included. Readers may wonder how Gary
Paulsen survived to write all of his books -- well, it took guts.
Take Me to the River Far North
Raised in the island world of southeast Alaska, sixteen-year-old
Robbie Daniels jumps at the chance to work as a deckhand on a
salmon troller captained by legendary fisherman Tor Torsen.
Catching king salmon from dawn till dusk, Robbie is living his dream
-- until he discovers his mysterious captain's dark secret. Tor is
illegally searching the coastline for historic metal plaques buried by
early Russian explorers. When Robbie learns the value of these
hidden treasures, he fears he may know too much tosurvive. Tor's
wrath and a violent storm at sea put Robbie's courage and wits to
the ultimate test.
Guts Open Road Media
"Gold!" Jason shouted at the top of his lungs. "Read all
about it! Gold discovered in Alaska!" Within hours of
hearing the thrilling news, fifteen-year-old Jason Hawthorn
jumps a train for Seattle, stow away on a ship bound for
the goldfields, and joins thousands of fellow prospectors
attempting the difficult journey to the Klondike. The Dead
Horse Trail, the infamous Chilkott Pass, and a five-
hundred-mile trip by canoe down the Yukon River lie
ahead. With help from a young writer named Jack London,
Jason and his dog face moose, bears, and the terrors of a
subartic winter in this bone-chilling survival story. 00-01
Tayshas High School Reading List, 01-02 Young Hoosier
Book Award Masterlist (Gr 4-6), 01-02 Young Hoosier
Book Award Masterlist (Gr 6-8), 01-02 William Allen White
Children's Book Award Masterlist, and 01 Heartland
Award for Excellence in YA Lit Finalist Notable Children's
Trade Books in the Field of Social Studies 2000, National
Council for SS & Child. Book Council, 2000 Best Books for
Young Adults (ALA), and 2000 Quick Picks for Young

Adults (Recomm. Books for Reluctant Young Readers)
Survival Scholastic Inc.
In this survival story set in Alaska, fourteen-year-old Vicky and her
dog sled team find an injured sledder in the wilderness.
The Maze Simon and Schuster
Deep in trouble, Deep in the canyons Fourteen-year-old Dylan
Sands has come all the way from North Carolina to Big Bend
National Park, on the Texas/Mexico border, to paddle the fabled Rio
Grande. His partner in adventure is a local river rat, his cousin Rio.
As the two are packing their boats for ten days in the canyons, six
Black Hawk helicopters appear overhead and race across the river
into Mexico. The army won't tell the boys what's happening, but they
are given a weather advisory: A hurricane is approaching the Gulf of
Mexico. Dylan and Rio have their hearts set on their trip and can't
give it up. Rio believes that their chances of running into border
troubles or a major storm are slim to none. By canoe and raft, Dylan
and Rio venture into the most rugged and remote reaches of the
U.S./Mexico border. You may well not see another human being
during the duration of your trip, the guidebook tells them. They don't,
until a man stumbles into camp with a seven-year-old boy. A storm
is brewing as the man who calls himself Carlos begs for help . . .
and the boy is trembling with fear.
Slake's Limbo Harper Collins
In this fast-paced adventure story set in the Canadian arctic,
fifteen-year-old Inuit hunter Nick Thrasher comes face-to-face
with a fearsome creature on a routine caribou hunt gone
wrong. Part grizzly, part polar bear, this environmental mutant
has been pegged the “grolar bear” by wildlife experts. Nick
may have escaped this time, but it won’t be his last encounter.
Then Nick’s estranged half-brother, Ryan, offers to take him
on a rafting trip down a remote part of the Firth River. But
when disaster strikes, the two narrowly evade death. They’re
left stranded without supplies—and then the grolar bear
appears. Will Hobbs brings his singular style to this
suspenseful story about two brothers fighting for survival
against the unpredictable—and sometimes deadly—whims of
nature.
Far North Simon and Schuster
Saving The Last Grizzlies As this action-packed sequel to
Bearstone opens, Cloyd Atcitty and his rancher friend
Walter Landis are heading back into the mountains, this
time chasing the old man's dream of finding a lost Spanish
gold mine. But when Cloyd hears that a mother grizzly and
her cubs have been sighted nearby, he immediately hopes
it might be the mate of the bear he had tried to save from
a hunter the previous summer. When the mother bear dies
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in a tragic accident, Cloyd realizes that if her cubs don't
survive, grizzlies will disappear from Colorado forever. He
refuses to leave the cubs, determined to stay with them
until they can den. But with winter deepening in the
mountains, can Cloyd himself survive?
Ice Dogs Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Jessie, Troy, and the rest of the crew from Downriver have
returned to the Grand Canyon for adventure down the
Colorado River. In the year since they last were together, each
has changed; each feels more mature. But how will they
interact now that they are facing new challenges--challenges
greater than anything they've had to deal with at home? For
Troy, it is a chance to prove he can be a team player,
someone worthy of friendship and love. For Jessie, the river is
the ultimate test. Does she have what it takes to row down the
mighty Colorado? The only way to find out is to get into the raft
and set off to face the thundering rapids and the powerful
emotions that the river unleashes.
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